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Tension tuning of sound and heat transport in graphene1

H. Liu1, M. Lee2, M. Šiškins1,2, H. S. J. van der Zant2, P. G. Steeneken1,2 and G. J. Verbiest12

1Department of Precision and Microsystems Engineering, Delft University of Technology3

2Kavli Institute of Nanoscience, Delft University of Technology4

Heat transport by acoustic phonons in 2D materials is fundamentally different from that5

in 3D crystals1–4 because the out-of-plane phonons propagate in a unique way that strongly6

depends on tension and bending rigidity. Since in-plane and out-of-plane phonon baths are7

decoupled, initial studies suggested they provide independent pathways for heat transport8

and storage in 2D materials5, 6. Here, we induce tension in freestanding graphene membranes9

by electrostatic force, and use optomechanical techniques to demonstrate that it can change10

the rate of heat transport by as much as 33%. Using a ballistic Debye model, we account for11

these observations and extract the average bending rigidity of the flexural acoustic phonons,12

which increases approximately linearly with the membrane’s areal mass density, in contrast13

to the cubic dependence seen in bulk structures. Thus, we not only elucidate phononic heat14

transport mechanisms in suspended 2D materials, but also provide a promising route for15

controlling nanoscale heat transport by tension.16

Although in most bulk materials the propagation speed of different types of acoustic phonons17

is of similar magnitude, the situation is vastly different in 2D materials7, 8. In these atomically18

thin materials, in-plane phonons have a propagation speed that is determined by the atomic bond19

stiffnesses, whereas out-of-plane flexural phonons, exhibit a speed that is dominated by tension20
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and can be more than an order of magnitude smaller9–12, while also showing a unique quadratic21

dispersion relation.22

Evidence for the importance of these speed differences on the phononic heat transport in 2D ma-23

terials was provided by theoretical analysis13 and by the observation of two distinct thermal time24

constants in graphene membranes, of which the longest, τ , is a probe for studying heat transport25

by the relatively slow flexural phonons6, 14. To understand heat propagation via these different in-26

plane and out-of-plane phononic channels in 2D materials, studies of the role of flexural phonons27

are essential. Yet, unlike the thermal conductivity of 2D materials which has been well character-28

ized by Raman microscopy15, 16, a microscopic picture of how the rate of heat transport is related29

to the properties of flexural phonons remains elusive, as it requires a methodology for measuring30

their effect on temperature variations in suspended 2D materials with nanosecond resolution.31

In this letter, we experimentally determine the heat transport rate in graphene drum resonators and32

demonstrate its tunability by tension. We first determine the tension and effective mass of four33

graphene resonators using high-frequency optomechanical technique17 by measuring the depen-34

dence of the mechanical resonance frequency on gate voltage induced electrostatic forces. Then,35

by applying the same technique in low frequency domain, we determine the gate tunability of the36

thermal time constant and effective thermal expansion coefficients of the membranes. Finally, by37

relating these measurements to a model for phononic heat transport, we characterize the ballistic38

transport and boundary scattering of phonons, the effect of graphene’s bending rigidity on 2D heat39

transport and the relative thermal expansion contributions of flexural and in-plane phonons.40
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We present measurements on four CVD-grown double-layer graphene drum resonators D1−D441

(see fabrication in Methods). Resonators D1 and D2 have radii of r = 2.5 µm and D3 and D442

have radii of r = 5 µm. Fig. 1a-b shows a schematic illustration and an optical microscope image43

of a drum resonator. The cavity depth d1 is 245 nm and the thickness of the remaining unetched44

SiO2 layer at the bottom of the cavity d2 is 40 nm. The surface profile measured by atomic force45

microscopy (AFM) indicates an initial downward deflection d0 of the membrane, resulting from46

sidewall adhesion at the edge of the membrane18 (see Fig. 1c). We measure the motion of the47

membrane using the interferometer depicted in Fig. 1d (see Methods and SI section 1 for details).48

Figure. 1e shows the measured motion amplitude zω of device D1 at Vg = 0V over the frequency49

range from 0.1 to 100MHz. We extract the resonance frequency ω0 and quality factor Q by fit-50

ting the measured data to a harmonic oscillator model (Fig. 1f). For device D1 this results in51

ω0/(2π) =25.49MHz and Q = 43.25. Around 1MHz, we observe an additional broad peak in the52

imaginary part of the frequency response (Fig. 1g). We identify this peak as the thermal peak of53

resonator, since it is only there when driving the membrane optothermally17. Following literature6,54

below mechanical resonance, the displacement zω is a measure of the displacement due to thermal55

expansion that is delayed with respect to the laser power as a consequence of the time it takes to56

increase the membrane temperature by laser heating. Around the thermal peak in Fig. 1g, zω is57

given by:58

zω =
Cslow

1 + iωτ
+ Cfast, (1)

where τ is the thermal time constant, and Cslow and Cfast quantify the device’s effective thermal59

expansion coefficients due to the out-of-plane and in-plane phonons, respectively6. We extract60
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these parameters by fitting the real and imaginary parts of the measured zω with equation 1, as61

depicted in Fig. 1g. Here, the thermal peak is located at 1.23MHz, corresponding to τ = (2π ×62

1.23 MHz)−1 = 129 ns.63

To determine the tension n in the drum, we measure its resonance frequency ω0 as a function64

of applied electrostatic gate voltage Vg (see Fig. 1a). The voltage Vg generates an electrostatic65

force, pulling the drum down thereby inducing tension. Figure. 2a shows ω0/(2π) against Vg for66

all devices from −4V to 4V. The typical W-shaped curves show both electrostatic softening and67

tension hardening (indicated by arrows), as often observed in electrostatic gate-tuning of graphene68

NEMS19. Following literature19, we model the frequency tuning of the drum resonator from con-69

tinuum mechanics with:70

ω0(Vg) =

√

√

√

√

1

meff

[

2πEtǫ0
1− υ2

+
8πEt

(1− υ2)r2
z2g −

1

2

∂2Cg

∂z2g
V 2

g

]

, (2)

in which ǫ0 is the built-in strain, meff is the modal mass of the fundamental mode of the circular71

membrane resonator with a theoretical value meff,th = 0.271πr2ρg where ρg is the mass density of72

double-layer graphene, Cg is the capacitance between membrane and bottom gate, and the deriva-73

tive
∂2Cg

∂z2g
quantifies the electrostatic softening. The 2D Young’s modulus Et ≈175.39N/m and74

Poisson ratio υ = 0.16 were determined via AFM indentation20 (see SI section 1). The center75

deflection zg can be expressed21 as ε0r
2V 2

g /(8g
2
0n0), where n0 = Etǫ0/(1− υ) is the pretension,76

ε0 is the permittivity of vacuum, and g0 is the effective gap between the drum and the electrostatic77

gate. We fit the measured Vg dependence of ω0 with equation (2) (black lines in Fig. 2a) to extract78

n0, meff and
∂2Cg

∂z2
for each device (listed in Table 1).79
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The extracted initial tension n0 ranging between 0.18 to 0.34N/m is in agreement with the lit-80

erature values reported for graphene NEMS19, 21–23, and meff of 0.39 to 1.06 ×10−16 kg is larger81

than the mass expected for double-layer graphene, which is attributed to polymer residues left after82

fabrication22, 24. The values for
∂2Cg

∂z2g
are close to the theoretical estimate 0.542ε0πr

2/g30 from the83

geometry of the capacitor25. The excellent agreement between the fit and measured dependence84

of ω0 on gate voltage (Fig. 2a) allows to extract the membrane tension n at each value of Vg and85

corresponding center deflection zg, using the equation19 n = n0(1 + 4z2g/r
2).86

Besides the changes in the resonance frequency ω0, we also observe that the measured thermal87

time constant τ decreases with Vg for all devices (dots, Fig. 2b−2d), as much as 33%. To shed88

light on this observation, we use a phononic model to assess the transient thermal conduction in the89

membrane13. We assume in the model that the transport of flexural acoustic phonons in the mem-90

brane is ballistic, since their mean free paths are much longer than the radius r of membranes26,91

while using a scattering model27 (see Methods and Fig. S1) to capture the tension dependent92

phonon transport across the kink at the edge of the membrane (Fig. 1c). This results in the follow-93

ing function:94

τ =
r

2
∑

j w1z→2jcz
, j = l, t, z, (3)

in which w1z→2j is the probability that a flexural phonon on the suspended part of the graphene95

(subscript 1) is transmitted across the membrane edge and becomes a phonon of type j on the96

supported part of the graphene (subscript 2), where j can either be a flexural phonon (j = z), or97

a longitudinal or transverse in-plane phonon (j = l, t). The scattering probability w1z→2j depends98

both on tension n and on the speed of sound cz of flexural phonons. The dispersion relation for99
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flexural phonons is given by ωq =
√

(κq4 + nq2)/(ηρg) (ref.28), where q is the wavenumber, κ is100

the bending rigidity of the membrane, and η = meff/(0.271πr
2ρg) is the normalized areal mass of101

the membrane (see Table 1). From the dispersion relation the speed of sound for flexural phonons102

can be found using cz =
∂ωq

∂q
.103

In practice, flexural phonons with frequencies up to the Debye frequency ωqd, will contribute to104

the heat transport and thermal time constant τ . To account for this (see Fig. 3a), we integrate105

over the Bose-Einstein distribution using the phonon speed distribution cz(ωq, n) to calculate the106

specific heat spectral density Cz
v,ω(ωq, n) of flexural phonons (Debye model); then, knowledge of107

the tension n and speed of sound cz allows to solve equation (3) and determine τ(ωq, n); finally108

a weighted average over the contribution of phonons at each frequency ωq to the thermal time109

constant τ(n) is determined using 1/τ(n) =
∫ ωqd

0 Cz
v,ω(ωq, n)/(C

z
v (n)τ(ωq, n))dωq, where the total110

specific heat due to flexural phonons is determined using Cz
v (n) =

∫ ωqd

0 Cz
v,ω(ωq, n)dωq

28, 29. More111

details about the scattering and Debye models can be found in SI section 3 and 4.112

From the presented measurements, all parameters in the above model (green color in Fig. 3a) can113

be determined. Only the bending rigidity of graphene is not measured, which especially affects114

high frequency (∼ THz) flexural phonons near the Debye frequency ωqd (Fig. S4). We therefore115

use the bending rigidity κ as a fit parameter, to match the modelled τ to the experimental values116

for all devices D1−D4 (see Fig. 2b−2e). The value of κ varies in a broad range, from 0.6 to117

9.4 eV roughly, which is comparable to values reported in literature30, 31. Interestingly, κ is roughly118

proportional to the normalized areal mass η of the membranes (see Fig. 3b), indicating that polymer119
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residues not only affect the mechanical properties of the membrane, but also seem to play an120

important role in the heat transport by increasing the membrane’s bending rigidity.121

Let us now focus on the amplitudes Cfast and Cslow in equation (1), which measure the magnitude of122

the thermal expansion of the in-plane and flexural phonons, respectively (as indicated in Fig. 1g).123

The measured ratio |Cfast/Cslow| is approximately proportional to the relative temperature increase124

of both phonon baths6 and increases with tension n from 0.02 to 0.23 (Fig. 3c, points). Since125

the temperature increase depends both on the absorbed laser power and the cooling rate by heat126

transport, we have |Cfast/Cslow| = γ (τl/C
l
v+τt/Ct

v)
τ/Cz

v
, where γ = P l,t

abs/P
z
abs is the power absorption127

ratio between in-plane and flexural phonons (see SI section 5 for derivation). By applying the128

same procedure as for τ , we calculate τl and τt for the in-plane phonons using their specific heats129

C l
v and Ct

v (see Fig. S3). From these values we determine the ratio |Cfast/Cslow| from the model and130

use γ to fit it to the measured thermal expansion ratio, obtaining a single value of γ for each device131

(listed in Table 1). As shown in Fig. 3c the model accurately captures the tension dependence of132

the ratio |Cfast/Cslow| for all devices. The observed increase in |Cfast/Cslow| is a consequence of133

cz increase with increasing tension, which reduces τ such that Cslow decreases10. From γ, we can134

calculate the percentage ξ of optical power that is converted into flexural phonons, expressed as135

ξ = P z
abs/(P

l,t
abs + P z

abs)× 100% = (1 + γ)−1 × 100%. As Fig. 3d shows, ξ rapidly decreases from136

43.7% to less than 15% when the normalized areal mass η increases.137

In Figs. 2 and 3c, we show that the presented model can capture the tension dependence of the138

resonance frequency ω0, thermal time constant τ and thermal expansion ratio |Cfast/Cslow| very139
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well for all devices, using only κ and γ as fit parameter. The extracted κ shows large variation140

between our devices (Fig. 3b) that is correlated to the areal mass density η. Since the devices141

are fabricated identically, we attribute the differences to variations in residues on and between the142

double CVD graphene layers. These residues affect acoustic phonon transport in three different143

ways. First, residues decrease ξ, the relative optical power absorbed by flexural phonons (Fig.144

3d), and thus decrease their contribution to the thermal expansion of graphene32, 33. Second, the145

effective mass of the membrane and thus of the flexural phonons, quantified by the normalized areal146

mass η, is increased (Table 1). Third, the bending rigidity κ increases (Fig. 3b). This results in the147

observed linear relation between κ and η which is somewhat surprising, since for a bulk material κ148

is expected to exhibit cubic scaling with thickness 34. However, if the interlayer shear interaction149

between the layers is weak, a linear dependence is predicted to occur35. For high frequency (∼THz)150

phonons, the variations in bending rigidity have little effect on the dispersion relation ωq(q) for151

all devices D1−D4 (Fig. 4a, left panel). In contrast, the specific heat spectral density Cz
v,ω(ωq)152

still shows significant device-to-device variations (Fig. 4a, right panel), that are held responsible153

for the measured variations in the heat transport rate τ . More details about how κ and η affect154

ωq(q) and Cz
v,ω(ωq) can be found in SI section 4. For low frequency (MHz) flexural phonons,155

the situation is completely different. The resonance frequency of the graphene membranes can156

be understood as a standing wave of a flexural acoustic phonons and is thus proportional to the157

ratio of the speed of sound cz and the membrane radius, such that κ does not play an important158

role. For MHz frequencies, cz is thus fully determined by n and η, in-line with all experimental159

graphene resonators reported in the literature19, 21. We estimate the cross-over frequency ωqc where160
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the phonon frequency ωq(q) shows a transition from tension n- dominated to bending rigidity κ-161

dominated regime, at around 84.8, 52.6, 174.4 and 422.7 GHz for devices D1−D4, respectively162

(Fig. S4b). By measuring the resonance frequencies we obtain information on the tension and163

mass of the membrane, that can be used to determine the low frequency phonon dispersion, while164

with the thermal time constant and thermal expansion ratio we can estimate the bending rigidity165

that is essential for the high frequency phonon dispersion. Thus the measurements and model allow166

us to assess the acoustic phonon dispersion from the MHz to the THz regime.167

For each of our devices, tension n tunes the heat transport rate in three different ways: speed of168

sound cz, the specific heat spectral density Cz
v,ω(ωq), and the phonon scattering rate as expressed169

in equation (3). Since n only affects the dispersion relation of low frequency (MHz) phonons,170

its impact on the thermal time constant τ through the speed of sound cz and heat capacitance171

Cz
v,ω(ωq) is limited (Fig. S5f and i). Therefore, the observed decrease of thermal time constant τ172

in Fig. 2 is attributed to the enhanced acoustic impedance matching between the flexural phonons173

on the suspended membrane and the in-plane phonons on the supported membrane, leading to174

faster heat dissipation. This conclusion is supported by the calculations in Fig. 4b that are based175

on the experimental device parameters and data (green points) obtained for device D3. It shows176

that as n increases from 0.1 to 1000N/m, τ decreases from ∼1 µs to less than 0.3 ns, attributed177

both to the increase of the phonon transmission probability w1z→2j of flexural phonons and to the178

increased speed of sound (cz ≈
√

n/(ηρg) for n ≫ κq2). More details about the influence of κ179

on τ can be found in SI section 4. Note that the extremely high tension n = 1000N/m is only180

for the discussion and cannot be physically realised in graphene membranes. For small tensions181
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the thermal time constant is mainly limited by the phonon transmission probability and bending182

rigidity, whereas for high tensions (n > 100 N/m) it is mainly the speed of phonons and the distance183

they have to travel that limit heat conduction. Such low τ is comparable to the propagation time184

of heat flux from the centre to the boundary of membrane17, 36, given by τ = r2/(5αtd) where αtd185

is the thermal diffusivity of the membrane, which also sets a limit on the tunable acoustic phonon186

transport by tension. Understanding this limit is important for proposed applications in the field187

of 2D phononics, such as switchable thermal transistors, ultra-sensitive thermal logic gates, and188

reconfigurable phononic memories37, 38.189

Recent observations revealed that acoustic phonons play an important role in macroscopic quantum190

states in 2D materials, such as superconductivity and ferromagnetism39, 40. We anticipate that the191

changes in the dispersion relation of flexural phonons found in this work could provide crucial in-192

sight into these quantum phase transitions, especially the transition temperature and doping effects193

in magic-angle twisted bilayer/trilayer graphene41 and mutlilayer rhombohedral graphene42.194

In conclusion, we measured nanosecond-scale heat transport in suspended graphene drums and195

presented experimental demonstration of its tunability with in-plane tension. Using a Debye scat-196

tering model of acoustic phonons, we present a microscopic picture of heat transport in suspended197

graphene membranes, where bending rigidity and tension dominate the flexural dispersion rela-198

tion for THz and MHz frequency phonons, respectively. The gained insight not only advances our199

fundamental understanding of acoustic phonons in 2D materials, but also enables pathways for200

controlled and optimized thermal management in 2D-based phononic, thermoelectric, electronic201

10



and quantum devices.202
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Methods298

Sample fabrication. We pattern circular cavities with a depth of 240 nm using reactive ion etching299

into a Si/SiO2 chip. We pattern Ti/Au electrodes (5/60 nm) on the chip firstly along with the e-beam300

markers, which are then used to define the cavities. The cavity depth is less than the SiO2 thickness301

of 285 nm to prevent an electrical short-circuit between the Si electrode and the suspended drums.302

We subsequently transfer large-scale CVD graphene over the cavities. This double-layer graphene303

is fabricated by stamping one monolayer CVD graphene on top of another one, where an extra304

layer of polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA) is attached on each graphene layer. Finally, we remove305

the PMMA by annealing the devices in a furnace at a pressure of 500 Torr with a constant flow of306

0.5 SLPM of an inert dry gas (Ar or N2) at a temperature of 300 ◦C. After 30min annealing, most307

of the PMMA has been evaporated.308

Optothermal drive. To measure ω0, τ , Cfast, and Cslow in the graphene drums, we use an interfer-309

ometer to actuate and detect its motion. An intensity modulated blue laser (λ = 405 nm) irradiates310

the suspended drum resulting in a periodic heat flux36. The heat flux results in a motion of the drum311

due to the thermal expansion force. A red laser (λ = 633 nm) is used to detect the out-of-plane312
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motion of the graphene drum. Also, this technique allows to measure the thermal characteriza-313

tions of suspended devices without the need to calibrate the spotsize and intensity of laser as in314

the Raman based methods43, 44. All measurements are performed at room temperature inside a vac-315

uum chamber at 10−6 mbar. A vector network analyzer (VNA) modulates the intensity of a blue316

laser at frequency ω to optothermally actuate a resonator while it analyzes the resulting intensity317

modulation of the red laser caused by the mechanical response of the same resonator. The red and318

blue laser powers used are 1.2 and 0.13mW respectively, where it was verified that the resonators319

vibrate in the linear regime and the temperature increase due to self-heating was negligible17.320

Scattering model of acoustic phonons. We develop this model at the sidewall between the sus-321

pended (domain 1) and supported (domain 2) graphene to evaluate thermal time constant τ (see322

diagram in Fig. S1a). For incoming flexural phonons (defined as mode 1z), the transmission prob-323

ability w1z→2j(j = l, t, z) can be calculated as a function of the incident angle θ1z (see Fig. S1b324

for details). Here, cl =21.6 km/s and ct =16 km/s are extracted from the linear dispersion of325

in-plane phonons in graphene, using45 Lame parameters λ = 48 J/m2 µ = 144 J/m2. The total326

transmission coefficient w1z→2j is then obtained by integrating w1z→2j over all incidence angles327

from −π/2 to π/2. We also assume kink angle β = 90◦ at the edge of the membrane. Wrinkles328

and ripples in membrane surface can be regarded as kinks with a tiny β, of which contributions to329

the heat transport can be negligible since τ reduces dramatically as β decreases27.330
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Table 1: Characteristics of devices D1−D4. Radius r , effective gap g0, pretension n0, effective

mass meff , normalized areal mass η, the second derivative of the capacitance with respect to the

electrostatic deflection
∂2Cg

∂z2g
, bending rigidity κ as well as the relative power absorption γ in the

ratio of thermal expansion coefficients.

device r g0 n0 meff η ∂2Cg

∂z2g
κ γ

(µm) (nm) (N/m) (×10−16kg) (mFm−2) (eV)

D1 2.5 212 0.24 0.50 19.40 6.56 3.8 8.18

D2 2.5 237 0.34 0.96 37.10 9.12 9.4 6.90
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D4 5 237 0.18 0.39 3.80 30.35 0.6 1.29
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Fig. 1: Graphene membrane characterization. a, Schematic of a graphene drum of radius r

over a cavity of depth d1 in a SiO2/Si substrate irradiated by lasers. The graphene has a sidewall

of length d0 into the cavity. The effective electrostatic gap is expressed as g0 = d1− d0+ d2/εSiO2
.

The voltage Vg pulls the drum down by zg, increasing its tension. b, Optical image of the drums

with a scale bar of 10 µm. c, Atomic force microscope line trace over a suspended drum indicates

a downward deformation of drum. d, Interferometric setup. The sample is placed inside a vac-

uum chamber (VC). The blue (405 nm) laser is intensity modulated by a vector network analyzer

(VNA) to actuate the resonator. Intensity variations of the reflected red (633 nm) laser caused by

resonator motion, are measured by photodiode (PD) and recorded with the VNA. PBS: polarized

beam splitter; DM: dichroic mirror. e, Frequency response of device D1, including real (red) and

imaginary (blue) parts of the motion zω. f, Fits of zω (lines) to equation (1) to obtain the resonance

frequency ω0. g, Fits of equation (1) to zω near the thermal peak (black solid and dashed lines)

provide the thermal time constant τ and thermal expansion Cfast and Cslow of the resonator.
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Fig. 2: Tuning thermodynamic properties of graphene drum devices with gate voltage. a,

Solid dots: resonance frequency ω0 versus gate voltage Vg measured in devices D1−D4; drawn

lines: fits based on equation (2); arrows indicate the modulation from the capacitive softening

regime to the tension dominated (hardening) regime. b−e, Points: thermal time constant τ versus

Vg measured in devices D1−D4, respectively; solid lines: fits to data using the Debye-scattering

model; error bars are from the fits to the measured thermal peaks as plotted in Fig. 1g.
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Fig. 3: Analysis and experimental demonstration on tunable heat transport in graphene

drum devices. a, Flow chart of the theoretical model to estimate the thermal time constant τ

and thermal expansion ratio |Cfast/Cslow|. Green frames: measured parameters; pink frames: fitting

parameters. From Debye model we obtain the phonon frequency ωq- dependent speed cz and spe-

cific heats Cz
v , C l

v, Ct
v for phonons, which are used as weighing factors in the scattering model to

evaluate τ and |Cfast/Cslow| as a function of tension n. b, Fitted bending rigidity κ of the membrane

versus normalized areal mass η. These values of κ result in a good match between the modelled

and measured τ for devices D1−D4, as plotted in Fig. 2b−2e (drawn lines). c, |Cfast/Cslow| versus

n. Points: the measurements; solid lines: the modelled estimates; error bars are from the fits to the

thermal peaks. d, Percentual energy absorption ξ by flexural phonons as a function of η shows a

strong decrease of ξ with increasing mass due to polymer residues.
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a b

Fig. 4: Role of surface tension played on flexural phonons and tunability of heat transport

rate in graphene membrane. a, Left panel: calculated dispersion relation of out-of-plane flexural

phonons ωq(q) for devices D1−D4, where the bending rigidity κ and normalized areal mass η are

used from Table 1. ωq(q) is dominated by tension n in ∼MHz regime and dominated by κ in

∼THz regime, respectively, while the cross-over frequency ωqc is located at ∼GHz regime. Right

panel: specific heat spectral density Cz
v,ω for all devices. b, Tunable thermal time constant τ with n

varying from 0.1 to 1000N/m, using device D3 as an example. Green points: measured τ versus

n for device D3; solid line: estimated τ by Debye scattering model.
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